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Introduction
Structural imaging has long had a role in entry criteria for
AD trials – in current practice this means magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). The advent of potential disease-modifying
therapies has led to interest in using MRI as an outcome
measure – for safety and, importantly, to assess effects on
disease progression. This article addresses the roles for
structural imaging within trials of treatments for AD and mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) and focuses on the use of MRI as
an outcome.
Selecting and defining the trial population: exclusion and
inclusion criteria
Exclusion
Structural imaging has been part of the entry criteria for
trials of treatments for AD for almost as long as such trials have
been conducted (1). Initially computed tomography (CT) or
MRI was used to exclude conditions such as a brain tumour or
a haematoma. These are relatively rare and much more
relevant is to exclude vascular causes of dementia which may
mimic AD. In particular, patients with small-vessel vascular
dementia may fulfil clinical criteria for entry into AD trials.
The most practical way to identify patients with a vascular
cause of their cognitive impairment is by the use of MRI. This
has the advantage of a more homogeneous trial population with
a higher proportion of subjects with AD as their primary
pathology. The disadvantages are cost, delays in recruitment
and the argument that the trial population is no longer
representative of the typical patient where vascular pathology
often co-exists with Alzheimer’s disease. The balance between
excluding too few or too many subjects may be a difficult one
to achieve. Decisions on exclusion can most reliably be
achieved through central reading with standard MRI protocols,
but the exact cut-offs between what is an acceptable or
unacceptable vascular load remain arbitrary. A concomitant
advantage of quantifying baseline vascular load in the included
patients is that it may be defined in the statistical analysis plan
as a covariate for both clinical and imaging outcomes.
Inclusion
Medial temporal lobe atrophy is an early and defining
feature of AD and is predictive of progression from mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) to AD (2, 3). This recognition has
led to MRI being incorporated in trial inclusion criteria. The
aim is to include those individuals more likely to have AD.
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When applied to MCI studies this has a potential to enrich
recruitment of subjects with a higher likelihood of progression
during the study. Candidate medial temporal lobe structures
include hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and the amygdala (4).
The hippocampus has by far and away been the most studied.
Hippocampal or medial temporal lobe atrophy is usually
assessed visually (e.g. Scheltens rating scale) for inclusion
criteria (1).
Moving towards disease prevention studies, there is interest
in using rates of change either of whole brain or hippocampus
to identify individuals even earlier: those who are at high risk
of AD who may already have started to have accelerating
atrophy as they progress to MCI or AD (5). At-risk individuals
might be those with a family history, a known genetic risk or
those identified through CSF biomarkers or amyloid imaging.
The use of rates of atrophy to identify those closer to
conversion would inevitably require a period of observation
prior to treatment (or randomisation) where serial MR imaging
was obtained.
Outcome measures: markers of progression
Perhaps the greatest interest in using MRI in trials in AD has
been as an outcome measure – as a biomarker of progression. A
characteristic feature of the disease is the relentless neuronal
destruction manifest at a macroscopic level by progressive
cerebral atrophy: this atrophy can be tracked using MRI. The
safety, availability and relative affordability of MRI makes it
feasible for large trials and measurement can be performed at a
central site. The key attraction of incorporating MRI measures
of progression is to provide a means of identifying diseasemodifying (slowing) effects of a therapy as opposed to
temporary symptomatic effects. Although clinical outcomes
remain paramount the idea is that imaging biomarkers of
progression might provide evidence of disease-slowing earlier
or more cost-effectively than clinical outcomes (which
potentially require lengthy and complex trials) (6). Biomarkers
are often referred to as possible “surrogate” outcome measures
for clinical outcomes. In reality imaging biomarkers (or others)
are a long way from being used as such but nonetheless they
may be useful alongside clinical outcomes rather than replacing
them altogether. For biomarkers (imaging or other) to be
accepted as surrogate outcomes in AD it is likely multiple
results from disease-modifying trials supporting their validity
will be required. The two most established markers of
progression on MRI are hippocampal and whole brain atrophy
rates (6-8).
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Regional measures: hippocampus
In established AD, mean hippocampal atrophy rates are
typically around 4-6% per year. This contrasts with the rates of
only 1-2% per year in normal subjects (aged around 70-80
years) (9, 10, 11). This disease-related difference offers a
potential measure which can be used to provide evidence for
disease modification. The argument being, that if the treatment
were to completely stop pathological progression then atrophy
should slow to normal aging rates; with proportional effects on
atrophy reflecting different therapeutic effect sizes. The
variance in the AD rates is what determines the ability to detect
change (power) and hence the sample sizes needed (6, 12).
Typically reported standard deviations of AD hippocampal
atrophy rates are around 3-3.5%/yr for a one year study falling
to 2-2.5%/yr with an 18 month study. Hippocampal atrophy
rates have been proposed as particularly suitable for early
disease where rates of loss are preferentially concentrated in the
medial temporal lobe. The entorhinal cortex should
theoretically be a more sensitive marker given its early
histopathological (tangle) burden (4). However it has been
incorporated into fewer trials perhaps because of measurement
reliability issues. Most trials have used manual outlining of the
hippocampus; more recently semi-automated measures have
been used – some of these require landmarks to be placed
around the hippocampus from which an algorithm delineates
the hippocampal boundaries. Fully automated (template-based)
measures have also been developed but have not to date been
used in large trials (3, 10).
Global brain measures
Rates of whole brain atrophy have been incorporated into a
number of trials in AD. These have the advantage that they
incorporate all changes throughout the brain rather than focus
on changes in one particular area such as the medial temporal
lobe. Equally, however, whole brain atrophy measures
incorporate areas that are not particularly affected by the
disease, such as the cerebellum or the brain stem. One
advantage of measuring the whole brain is the precision of
measurement. Whole brain measures, unlike hippocampal
measures, have less indistinct and thereby more reliable
anatomical boundaries. The use of registration-based measures
(e.g the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) and Structural
Image Evaluation of Normalized Atrophy (SIENA) have
allowed whole brain atrophy measures to be automated with a
high level of reliability (13). Rates of whole brain atrophy in
AD are typically around 2% per year, while normal aging rates
of atrophy (for a mean age of 70years) are around 0.5% per
year (8). Once again it is this differential between diseaserelated atrophy and normal aging which offers the possibility of
providing evidence of a disease-modifying effect of therapy.
The standard deviation of the AD brain atrophy rate is typically
~1%/year for a single centre study of one year or more. These
figures mean sample sizes for brain and hippocampal measures
are similar (3, 10).
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Another “global” measure of progression on MRI is the rate
of ventricular expansion. This is very non-specific and may be
influenced by non-pathological affects, such as hydration.
Nonetheless it has the advantage in that it involves a high
contrast boundary between CSF and brain and being in the
centre of the brain is often less subject to image artefact.
Ventricular enlargement in AD is typically around 5 mls per
year with normal aging being about 1 ml per year (11).
Automated regional, grey matter and cortical thickness
measures
The development of software that can provide automated or
semi-automated measurements of region volumes or cortical
thickness, has led to these measures being suggested as
outcomes in disease modification trials (3, 4, 10). Multiple
regions may be measured which avoids the limitations of one
global or regional measure, nonetheless this raises issues for
trial designs that typically pre-specify a single outcome and
may require a step-down approach to several measures.
Safety measures
As we move closer to truly disease modifying therapies, it is
likely that these are will have unpredictable safety issues. The
use of MRI in the more recent trials has proved to be a sensitive
marker of effects that may initially be clinically silent (14).
Typically, MRI for safety includes a FLAIR sequence
(sensitive to inflammation, infarction and vasogenic oedema)
susceptibility-weighted imaging (to detect microhaemorrhages) and some studies incorporate a diffusion
sequence. The use of these markers is in their relatively early
stages and methods of assessments are still somewhat variable
and lack consensus guidelines.
Practical considerations, study design and sample sizes
The choice of imaging biomarker may depend upon the
therapy tested but is often driven by sample size considerations.
For trials of ~18-months duration 100-200 subjects per arm
completing the trial with adequate scans seems to be sufficient
to give 90% power to detect a 20% slowing of hippocampal or
whole brain atrophy – these are much smaller numbers than
would be required to show a similar effect size with a clinical
outcome (7, 15). Head-to head comparisons of different
imaging markers are lacking however studies such as the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) are
facilitating direct comparison of the outcome measures
discussed above. In addition comparison and correlation with
clinical outcomes and with CSF markers, functional imaging
and amyloid imaging measures will also be available.
Irrespective of outcome measure, the power of the trial depends
on the quality of the data which should be ensured by careful
qualification of (MRI) sites prior to recruitment and then
ongoing quality control and assurance. Patient tolerance is
related to the total time in the scanner and with the increased
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use of multiple sequences for safety and efficacy it is important
that this time is kept to the minimum, ideally under 30 minutes,
to maximise patient compliance and reduce movement artefact.
The number and timing of scans and trial duration all have a
critical bearing on the power of the study – in the past there was
a lack of evidence on which to base these decisions but
increasingly it should be possible to make evidence-based
decisions on how to use imaging biomarkers most effectively in
trials.
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Conclusion
Structural imaging, in particular MRI, has important roles to
play in defining the study population in AD and MCI trials. It
has a growing role as a safety marker and as an outcome
measure. It is likely that multiple different biomarkers will
become combined with MRI measures to improve the potential
of therapeutic trials to detect disease modification. Interpreting
and validating the results of biomarker studies in such trials
will be a challenge for the coming years and ultimately will
require careful correlation with long term clinical outcomes.
Imaging biomarkers may contribute to accelerating the
discovery of disease-modifying therapies but it is only once
disease-modifying therapies are found that the value of imaging
outcomes will really be tested. In the meantime trials are likely
to incorporate complementary biomarkers and clinical
outcomes as well as MRI measures of atrophy progression.
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